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Executive Summary
This report summarizes the first year activities in WP3, its key elements, and the main results
in the first year of WP3 research activities. In the CIVIS project, we see each grid user not
merely as an individual contributing individually to energy goals. We emphasize our research
on the potentials and challenges of users’ collective action, pro-social values and sense of
community. To this end, WP3 chose to explore how user interactions in an energy Social
Network (SN)1 may affect users’ energy use and in turn how these may have impact on the
evolution of the energy SN itself. Since the project is currently at the stage of preparing for data
collection from the pilot sites, we conducted our first year research in an exploratory manner
with two parallel and complementary approaches.
First, an energy SN simulation model is developed which serves as a tool to experiment
with different SN configurations such as the percentage of SN users, their activity rates and SN
usage frequencies, allowing model users to observe how the output (positive or negative SN
growth in particular) responds to the input configuration and how sensitive the model
responses are. The idea is to use the model to discover a set of potential metrics that are critical
to model behavior. Second, to identify an effective visualization (which will be an important
part of the CIVIS SN platform) that is able to increase energy awareness and foster energyefficient behavior, we conducted an in-depth literature review, chose a reference energy
dataset and an open energy data model (based on the GreenButton standard), and identified
four elements to be included in the visualization. A prototype is built containing these elements
to give an example of users’ energy visualization.
These two approaches in the first year of the CIVIS project as regards WP3 served us
well to inform further research and provided insights into potentially critical and important
features in the design of the CIVIS energy SN platform. Initial experiments show that in this
context a large community with members that are occasionally active forms a better predicator
for successful energy communities than a smaller community of very active users. In more
detail, preliminary results show that:
1. SN growth is positively correlated to both user presence and user activity; low user
presence is, however, more critical to SN growth than low user activity.

1A

social network for energy consumers and producers (prosumers).
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2. SN growth is positively correlated to user awareness; but a low level of user awareness
does not decrease SN growth as long as there is sufficient user activity in the SN.
3. Negative growth is more easily triggered (by negative experience) than positive growth
(being triggered by positive experience) in the SN;
4. A larger user base with an average frequent usage yields faster SN growth than a smaller
user base using the SN more frequently.
Based on the literature review and state-of-the-art in energy data visualization, we
identified the following elements that should be included in an effective visualization:
1. Information on the cost of energy consumption and the corresponding CO2 footprint;
2. User friendly classifications of current consumption levels (e.g., traffic light color code);
3. Comparisons of energy consumption between neighbors, including those who are
energy-efficient;
4. Context-aware and personalized tips for increasing energy efficiency;
5. Ability to set goals for consumption.
In addition to the above elements distilled from the data visualization state-of-the art,
we suggest the following features and functionalities to foster social participation and to
promote social goals in the CIVIS project:
1. Ability to create new challenges, competitions and local initiatives such as possibilities
for people to coordinate and discuss investing in solar power;
2. Ability to join existing challenges, competitions and local initiatives;
3. Ability to donate and share excess energy produced and/or energy saved.
4. Ability to set individual and community goals (the community goals can be joined by
users in the same community).
The simulation model and the prototype can be used to conduct further user studies on
the effect of the SN interactions, prosumer engagement and energy data visualization in the
second year of the CIVIS project to inform and help the design, development and
experimentation of the CIVIS ICT platform.
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1. Introduction
1.1.

Overview of WP3 and D3.1

Work Package 3 (WP3) focuses on the ICT facilitation of the social smart grid. The general task
of this WP is to design and develop enabling ICT technology for social participation in the
energy network to manage community and support energy services. The community needs to
be able to use the services that are built on the smart energy infrastructure (WP2) and the
system level ICT platform (WP4). The description of Deliverable 3.1 (D3.1) in the CIVIS project
proposal states as follows: “D3.1 Simulation model of Integrated Energy System: output of T3.15; demonstrator/simulation that shows how dynamically formed communities can
automatically negotiate with other communities about selling, buying or donating surplus
energy; forms the basis for the next deliverable (D3.2)”.
The negotiation about selling, buying or donation energy needs energy metering and
pricing information as well as an energy business model (WP4 and WP6). The CIVIS project is
currently at the stage of preparing the necessary hardware, software and other resources (WP4,
WP5 & WP6) for social and energy data collection from the pilot sites. Given the lack of data in
the pilot sites at this stage, the quantification needed for modeling negotiation lacks factual
basis. It is worth to mention that theories in community based energy negotiation are as well
lacking, which is a novel research goal of the CIVIS project. Hence, WP3 chose to first focus on
the community aspect of the energy network for D3.1, and to explore how ICT enhanced social
network could engage energy users and have impact on users’ energy behaviors.
To this end, inline with the CIVIS user stories2, we developed an energy community
simulation model, with which we aim to demonstrate and explore the dynamics in energy
community formation and its impact on the community energy behavior thereof. More
specifically, the purpose of the Modeling and Simulation (M&S) study is to explore how user
interactions in an energy Social Network (SN)3 may affect users’ energy uses, and in turn how
these may have impact on the evolution of the energy SN itself.
Since the model is exploratory rather than predictive at this stage, it shall serve as a tool
to experiment with different configurations allowing model users to observe how the output
responds to the input configuration, and how sensitive these responses are. The idea is that

2 See
3A

D1.1 report.

social network for energy consumers and producers (prosumers).
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users can experiment with the model to identify a set of variables (or metrics) that are
potentially critical to the model behavior, particularly in terms of positive or negative growth of
the energy SN. This could inform further research in the CIVIS project and provide insights into
potentially critical features in the design of the CIVIS energy SN platform. For the latter, the
model can be refined and extended during the course of the platform development and be used
as a decision support tool for the design.

1.2.

Energy Data and Social Media Data Profiling

An important part in the development of the social ICT platform is to create expressive and
valid user profiles concerning their energy prosumptions and (energy-related) SN activities. In
this context, WP3 has direct linkages with WP5 and WP4 with regard to user data capture
(WP5) and energy prosumption data capture (WP4). This is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: CIVIS ICT platform profiler components and task division
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Looking into WP3 internally, the main components for user profiling include those that
interface with energy prosumption data (energy data gateway) and social media data (social
data gateway), those that run profiling algorithms trying to find descriptive and/or inferential
properties of the energy data (energy data profiler) and social data (social data profiler)
respectively, and those that combine the two groups of data trying to correlate data patterns
between the aforementioned properties (collider).
The goal of user profiling is to characterize users’ energy prosumption signatures and
behaviors. The potential benefits of such a quantitative characterization are multifold. We will
name a few as follows:
1. First, researchers and organizations could have a justified understanding of users’
energy behaviors and the corresponding impact. This understanding helps the design,
development and pilot site implementation of solutions including measures, strategies
and policies aiming at achieving the CIVIS project goal. A longitudinal observation of
user profiles provides scientific evidence on the effects of the proposed solutions.
2. Second, energy users can be presented with featured energy usage information of their
own. This could help them in energy monitoring and targeting, and provide them with
feedback on the outcome of their targeting efforts, which potentially stimulates user
engagement. Alerts coming from the Energy Decision Support System (WP4) can be
forwarded to the user, based on user profile information, in the form of tips. In addition,
with adequate consideration of privacy and security, users can be presented with
information of their and other communities allowing them to use more advanced ICT
functionality such as comparison and gamification.
3. Third, user profiling could inform the anticipation of energy behavior and demand. This
is a prerequisite for the design, planning and implementation of demand shifting or
demand reduction measures.
4. Last but not the least, the social aspect of the CIVIS project is to engage and empower
users in energy network and community. For example, dynamic (virtual) community
formation and management can be used to organize coalition of prosumers in service
agreement negotiation, to strengthen their market power and to increase their
bargaining options. Hereby, user profiling is a prerequisite for community formation
algorithms.
As mentioned earlier, the CIVIS project is currently at the stage of preparing the
necessary hardware, software and other resources (WP4, WP5 & WP6) for social and energy
data collection from the pilot sites. Designing user profilers is highly context dependent and
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requires a thorough syntactic, semantic and pragmatic understanding of the data.
In preparing for profiling strategies, we used two parallel and complementary
approaches. On the one hand, an exploratory simulation model is developed, as mentioned in
Sect. 1.1, which can be used as a tool to identify potentially critical metrics in users’ energyrelated SN interactions. The simulation model is presented in Sect. 2. On the other hand, before
the actual data from the pilot sites becomes available, we decided to first choose an open access
reference energy dataset and a suitable energy prosumption data model for Research and
Development (R&D) purposes. At the same time, we surveyed literature for existing approaches
and state-of-the-art in energy data visualization, and used the chosen reference dataset for a
demonstration (i.e., a prototype) of users’ energy data visualization. This part is presented in
Sect. 3.

1.3.

Research Objective and Methodology

The challenging topic of smart grid (and renewable energy) has sparked a vast array of
research, publication and investment globally for its promising potentials in technological,
environmental, socio-economic, and other non-tangible benefits to society (El-Hawary, 2014;
Palensky & Kupzog, 2013; Yu, Yang, & Chen, 2012). A notable trend is that R&D interests
expand from a focus on technological aspects of the grid, mainly on hardware and software of
grid infrastructures, also towards the social dimension of the grid (Goulden, Bedwell, RennickEgglestone, Rodden, & Spence, 2014; Stem, 2014). The novel research goal of CIVIS lays in that
besides seeing grid users each as individual entities driven by economic considerations
contributing individually to achieve energy goals (Barbieri et al., 2013; Buoro et al., 2012;
Martínez-Lera et al., 2013), more research attention in this project is paid to the potentials and
challenges of users’ collective action, pro-social values and sense of community.
The idea of linking smart grid with SN as a joint R&D topic has recently caught much
attention in media (Boslet, 2010; Chima, 2011; Fang, Misra, Xue, & Yang, 2013). Nonetheless,
research on this topic has merely started. For example, some works proposed frameworks or
approaches that interconnect smart meters (i.e. smart homes) as SNs for energy management
and sharing (Ciuciu, Meersman, & Dillon, 2012; Steinheimer, Trick, & Ruhrig, 2012). Some
conducted surveys to understand users’ needs for energy services including SN services (Silva,
Karnouskos, & Ilic, 2012). Some designed frameworks or simulation models for demand side
management and value-added web services with SN aspects added to the systems
(Chatzidimitriou, Vavliakis, Symeonidis, & Mitkas, 2013; De Haan, Nguyen, Kling, & Ribeiro,
2011; Lei, Ma, Jin, Lv, & Shen, 2012). Some used simulation models to demonstrate the
feasibility of social coordination in supply and demand (Skopik, 2014; Worm, Langley, & Becker,
2013).
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Our research, different to other works, tries to explore how user interactions in an
energy SN may affect users’ energy uses, and in turn how these may have impact on the
evolution of the energy SN itself. The simulation model we developed serves as a tool for
researchers to experiment with different model configurations allowing them to explore how
dynamics between user SN activities and energy uses evolves. Simulation is often used as a
research methodology to study complex problems, in which simulation models are the research
instruments (Banks, 1998; Law, 2007). Since many systems are complex to model, M&S needs
methodologies in its own right. Given the nature of the modeling problem in the CIVIS project,
WP3 chooses to use an Agent-Based Modeling (ABM) approach in which each agent can
represent an autonomous, social, responsive and proactive entity (Jennings & Wooldridge,
1996). The model development shall be incremental, meaning that its features and attributes
start with a relative high level of abstraction and are refined and extended when more data and
information becomes available. With regard to M&S methodology, we used those discussed in
classic M&S literature such as Banks (1998); Gilbert (2008); Law (2007); Robinson (2004). In
terms of simulation software, the model is developed with NetLogo 4 , an agent-based
programming language and modeling environment. The M&S tool is chosen for its rich
functionality and simplicity.
For energy data visualization, since there is a rich body of knowledge on the design of
visualization for in-home energy efficiency and developing new visualizations is out of the
scope of the CIVIS project, we conducted an in-depth literature review on the topic. Based on
existing theories and state-of-the-art, we selected a number of visualization features and built a
prototype to give an example of how a CIVIS app could look like. The prototype is meant to be
used for testing in the pilot sites in the second year of the project. The literature review is
presented in length in Sect. 3.3.

2. Simulation Model
The CIVIS energy community simulation model aims to demonstrate and explore the dynamics
in energy community formation and its impact on the community energy behavior thereof. As
mentioned earlier, it is a tool used to explore how user interactions in an energy SN may affect
users’ energy uses and in turn how these may have impact on the evolution of the energy SN
itself. The idea is that model users can experiment with the model to identify a set of variables
(or metrics) that are potentially critical to the model behavior, particularly in terms of positive

4 http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/, freely available under the GPL license.
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or negative growth of the energy SN. This could inform further research in the CIVIS project
and provide insights into potentially critical features in the design of the CIVIS energy SN
platform that is the core of WP3.
In this section, the concept and the behavior of the simulation model is explained. We
also discuss the model parameter configuration, present the model interface, and give a
demonstration of experiment design and discuss preliminary simulation results.

2.1.

A Brief Description of the Model Concept

This subsection gives a brief description of the simulation model. Many model design and
configuration details are left out to provide an overview of the model concept. More detailed
model information is discussed through the rest of the section.
The simulation model assumes the existence of an energy SN platform where users can
have interactions such as sharing energy-related interests and values, exchanging experiences,
e.g. in energy efficiency, within the user community. More concretely, users can log on to the
energy SN platform (e.g. through a website or mobile apps) and share energy related
information and tips with other users e.g. in text messages or in forms of multimedia. The
“Information” shared is meant for general energy-related information: for example, the local
energy provider X will hold a user information session on date Y to introduce new energy tariffs;
there are cost effective smart sensors on sale at store Z, and members of house associations A
and B can get an extra discount. The “tips” shared are meant for those that are directly related
to potentially useful practices that users can do to improve energy efficiency and to help load
shifting: for example, different ways to save energy in the kitchen and during cooking; how to
find and seal up leaks at home. The idea is that through those interactions sharing information
and tips in an online smart grid user community, users would increase awareness and be more
active in achieving energy goals. At the same time, with the same joint sustainable and social
energy goals, users could become more engaged in the energy community and obtain stronger
sense of community belonging.
At initialization of the simulation model, a random number5 of households (this number
can be set as configurable) and resident members for each household are generated. Among the
members, a random percentage has joined the energy SN, i.e. they are users of the SN at
initialization. These users are randomly assigned to five SN categories that indicate the
frequency of their SN usage:

5 Many random variables in the model are configurable; more see Sect. 2.2.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Never,
One day per two weeks,
One day per week,
Three days per week, or
Daily.

The model is simulated with a discrete (invariant) time advance, each of which
represents one day. Figure 2 illustrates a simplified simulation daily routine of a SN user. Each
day, an energy SN user has a likelihood (calculated according to the user’s SN category) of
getting online using the SN. Once online, users can have energy related social interactions by
means of sharing and receiving information and tips (i.e. they exchange messages). These
information and tips are assigned with random chances and weights (or values), which can
increase online users’ energy-related awareness and knowledge (about load-shifting or energy
reduction). Those users who have not been online for some time6 will quit the SN.
Each time when a user reaches a certain level of awareness and knowledge, the user’s
household earns a point for load-shifting or energy-reduction7. In such an event, the user’s
knowledge level is reset so that this user needs new knowledge to earn more load-shifting or
energy-reduction points for the household. At the same time, each user’s level of awareness
gradually fades away each day so that it needs “refill” as well.
A user becomes more social (or active), i.e., the user’s SN level increases, when the user
shares and/or receives more information and useful tips. At a certain level, the user can either
upgrade to the next SN category (being more frequently online), or bring in one new person
into the energy SN if the user is already online daily. In both cases, the user’s SN level is reset so
that it needs “refill” to have an upgrade to the next SN category or to “recruit” new users.
A user’s SN level may decrease when the user is inactive on SN; that is when the user
does not often share or receive messages. At a certain low level, the user can downgrade to a
lower SN category (being less frequently online) or quit the SN. A user who quits the SN may or
may not rejoin the SN depending on the model configuration.
6 The

offline time is configurable in the model.

7 The load-shifting or energy-reduction points may be transformed into more concrete consumption quantities,

e.g., for each energy-reduction point, a household has 1% consumption reduction. How to quantify it will be a part
of future research.
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In principle, any model state (i.e., model variables) can be rendered as model output.
The set of variables we record and present as model output is listed in Table D.1 in the
Appendices.

Figure 2: A simplified simulation daily routine of a SN user
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2.2.

Model Design

2.2.1. Agent Description
The CIVIS energy community model, as how it is developed at this stage, has two distinct types
of agents: person (people) and household (households). As their names imply, a person agent
represents a human individual and a household agent represents an electrified household in
the energy community being modeled and simulated.
A person is a resident member of one household while a household can have more than
one member. They are defined by the parameters and variables listed in Table A.1 in the
Appendices. Some of the parameters and variables are initialized by or directly correlated with
the model’s input variables. They are listed in Table C.1 in the Appendices. These tables can be
used as supplements for the model behavior description in the next section.
2.2.2. Model Behavior Description
(Please note that the tables mentioned in the previous section can be used as supplements for
this section.)
At initialization, a configurable number [#households] of households are generated.
Each household has one to four8 [#members] family members. Among all people generated (for
the households), a percentage [sn%_init] of them are users of the energy SN [sn? = true]. A
SN category [snCategory, 0~4] is assigned to each SN user according to the input configuration
[snCategory_init]. The category indicates how often a user indeed gets online using the SN.
Each user also has a random likelihood of sharing a message [activity%] once the user is
online. This likelihood remains constant for a user during a simulation run.
1. The simulation has constant time advances (or time steps)9. Each time advance (or time
step) counts for one day.
2. Each day, a SN user has a likelihood of getting online using the SN [online? = true].
3. When a user is not online, the user’s idle counter [ctrIdle] increases10.
4. When a user is online:
8 The

average household size was 2.4 members in the EU in 2011 (Eurostat,
http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/statistics_explained/index.php/Household_composition_statistics#).
9 The

time advances are called ticks in Netlogo; see Sect. 1.3 page 12.

10 When

a variable increases, we mean that the variable increases by one unit if not otherwise specified.
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a. The user’s idle counter is reset [ctrIdle = 0], and
b. The user has a likelihood of sharing a message [activity%].
5. If an online user does not share a message, the user’s inactive counter [ctrInactive]
increases.
6. If a user shares a message:
a. The user’s inactive counter is reset [ctrInactive = 0], and
b. A message is generated with a random message type [msgType] and a random
message value [msgValue].
7. A message type [msgType] can be one of the following three with equal chance:
a. A piece of general information (which does not have direct impact on loadshifting or energy-reduction); or
b. A tip for load-shifting; or
c. A tip for energy-reduction.
8. When a user shares a message:
a. The user’s awareness level [awarenessPnt] increases by the amount of the
message value [msgValue] if the message is of type 7.a; or
b. The user’s load-shifting knowledge [lsKnowledge] increases by the amount of the
message value [msgValue] if the message is of type b; or
c. The user’s energy-reduction knowledge [erKnowledge] increases by the amount
of the message value [msgValue] if the message is of type 7.c.
9. When a user shares a message, all other users who are online at the same time receive
the message.
10. If an online user does not receive any message, the user’s inactive counter
[ctrInactive] increases.
11. If a user receives a message, the user’s inactive counter is reset [ctrInactive = 0].
12. When a user receives a message of type 7.a, the user’s awareness level [awarenessPnt]
increases by the amount of the message value [msgValue].
13. A tip (i.e. a message of type b or type 7.c) can be useful or useless to a receiver with
equal chance.
14. When a user receives a useful tip:
a. The user’s load-shifting knowledge [lsKnowledge] increases by the amount of the
message value [msgValue] if the message is of type b; or
b. The user’s energy-reduction knowledge [erKnowledge] increases by the amount
of the message value [msgValue] if the message is of type 7.c.
15. When a user’s load-shifting knowledge [lsKnowledge] and awareness level
[awarenessPnt] both reach their thresholds [lsKnowledge_threshold,
awareness_threshold]:
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a. The user’s SN level [snPnt] increases, and
b. The user’s load-shifting knowledge is reset [lsKnowledge = 0].
16. When a user’s energy-reduction knowledge [erKnowledge] and awareness level
[awarenessPnt] both reach their thresholds [erKnowledge_threshold,
awareness_threshold]:
a. The user’s SN level [snPnt] increases, and
b. The user’s energy-reduction knowledge is reset [erKnowledge = 0].
17. In case nr. 15 and nr. 16 happen at the same time for a user, the user’s SN level [snPnt]
increases only once.
18. When a user is idle for sometime [ctrIdle = ctrIdle_threshold], the user quits the SN
[sn? = false].
19. When a user is inactive for sometime [ctrInactive = ctrInactive_threshold], the
user’s SN level [snPnt] decreases.
20. When a user’s SN level reaches its upper threshold [snPnt = snPnt_threshold]:
a. The user can upgrade to the next SN category if the user is not yet online daily;
otherwise
b. The user recruits a new user to the SN if the user still has SN capacity
[snCapacity != 0] and if there are still more people to recruit (see nr. 21).
21. A person (non SN user) [sn? = false] can join or rejoin the SN:
a. If the person has not quitted the SN for more than the max number of times
[#quit != 0]; and
b. If the percentage of SN users [sn%] has not reached the max percentage
[sn%_max].
22. When a user recruits a new user:
a. The first user’s SN capacity [snCapacity] decreases;
b. The first user’s SN level is reset [snPnt = 0]; and
c. The first user’s SN level upper threshold [snPnt_threshold] doubles.
23. When a user’s SN level reaches its lower threshold [snPnt = snPnt_threshold_neg]:
a. The user’s SN level is reset [snPnt = 0]; and
b. The user can quit or remain in the SN with equal chance.
c. If the user remains in the SN, the user downgrades to a lower SN category.
24. A SN user looses awareness level [awarenessPnt] every day. The decrement is the
greater amount of one unit or (1/awarenessPnt_threshhold)-th of the current
awareness level.
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2.3.

Model Parameter/Variable Configuration

There are often alternative ways to define model parameters and input variables. Definitions
are typically based on literature, empirical data, theories or sometimes hypotheses. In this
section, we discuss a number of model configuration choices we made for the energy SN model
we just discussed.
Since data from the CIVIS pilot sites is not available during the first year of the project,
we used published SN data (reports and surveys) of general SN sites as references with the
assumption that general SN results could apply to special purpose SN sites such as energy SNs.
When there is data from the pilot sites, real data can be used to configure the simulation model.
For the moment, public data is a good starting point since little is known about energy SNs
neither about user behaviors in energy SN sites.
2.3.1. Percentage of People that are SN Users
A first question is what is the approximate percentage of people that are SN users. The data
reported by publicly available sources11 shows that SNs are widely used over many demographics. The numbers of users are steadily increasing. The references are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: The percentage of people that are SN users.
#
1

Data description
In 2013, almost 25% of the world’s population use SNs. In
Europe, this ratio is at around 41%, which is estimated to
reach around 50% by 2017.

Population
World, Europe
(estimation)

Reference
eMarketer
(2013)

2

In the Pew survey in 2010, 79% of American adults said
they used the Internet and nearly half of adults (47%), or
59% of Internet users, say they use at least one of SN.

American adults 18+
year-olds (N=2255)

Hampton,
Goulet, Rainie, &
Purcell (2011)

3

62% of online Australians use social media. 27% of small
businesses and 34% of medium-sized businesses have a
social media presence.

Australian Interactive
Media Industry
Association private and
business customers
(N=1016 consumers,
N=1951 businesses)

Sensis (2012)

11

For this Deliverable, the authors/researchers only performed literature based data collection.
The reports and surveys used those that are written in English.
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#
4

Data description
Almost all teenagers in America today have used social
media. 90% have used some form of social media. 75%
teenagers currently have a profile on a SN site. 68% of all
teens say Facebook is their main SN site. 25% don’t use a
SN site.

5

Population
American teenagers 13to 17-year-olds
(N=1030)

Reference
Rideout & Saphir
(2012)

UK (exact N unknown)

ONSUK (2013)

SN is an increasingly popular activity in the UK with
around 50% adults, in 2012, being recent users. The
number of adults accessing the Internet every day in GB
more than doubled between 2006 and 2012, from 16 to
33 million. In 2012, almost 48% adults used SN sites such
as Facebook and Twitter. SN has broad appeal and
although its use is lower amongst the older population, its
use is not exclusively limited to younger age groups. In
2012, 62% adults aged 35 to 44, and 40% adults aged 45
to 54 used SN to communicate online.
6

Online SNs are used regularly by just over 1/3 of
Europeans, slightly more than last year. The countries
with the highest rate of SN use are the Netherlands (56%
at least once a week), Latvia (55%), Denmark (54%) and
Sweden (54%). The use of SNs is less developed in
Germany (27%), Portugal (24%) and Romania (22%).

Europe, EU 27 member
states, survey conducted
in 2010/2011 (exact N
unknown)

Eurobarometer
(2012)

7

Fully 71% of internet users use Facebook. 42% of adults
use multiple social media sites. Some 45% of internet
users aged 65 or older use Facebook.

American adults 18+
year-olds (N=1801)
internet users (N=1445)

Duggan & Smith
(2014)12

In the simulation model, the percentage of SN users at initialization sn%_init is set to
be configurable between 1 and 20. We deem it a reasonable initialization condition that could
bring the model to start SN activities. More details about this input variable and its used in
simulation experiments can be found in Sect. 2.4. The variable sn%_max defines the maximum
percentage of people that can join the SN during simulation. This variable is set to be
configurable between sn%_init and 50. Please note that we configure the simulation such that
it stops when the maximum percentage is reached.

12

This report also provides information on the demographic of key SN platforms.
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2.3.2. Usage Frequencies of SN users
How often do SN users indeed make use of the SNs they joined? The references we used are
listed in Table 2. A number of data sources show that the SN usage frequencies have notable
variation from platform to platform.
Table 2: The usage frequency of SN users.
#
1

Data description
There is notable variation in the frequency of use of SNs.
Facebook and Twitter are used much more frequently by their
users than LinkedIn and MySpace. Some 52% Facebook users
and 33% Twitter users engage with the platform daily, while
only 7% of MySpace users and 6%

Population
American adults 18+
year-olds (N=2255)

Reference
Hampton,
Goulet, Rainie, &
Purcell (2011)

Australian Interactive
Media Industry
Association private and
business customers,
(N=1016 consumers,
N=1,951 businesses)

Sensis (2012)

American teenagers 13to 17-year-olds
(N=1030)

Rideout & Saphir
(2012)
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LinkedIn users do the same. By comparison, 62% MySpace
users, 40% of Twitter users, and 44% LinkedIn users engage
with their SNs less than once per month. Only 6% of Facebook
users use this platform less than once per month.

3

31%

21%

15%

17%

11%

5%

1%

LinkedIn

3%

3%

4%

18%

28%

35%

9%

Twitter

20%

13%

6%

9%

12%

23%

18%

MySpace

3%

5%

2%

17%

12%

33%

29%

Other

15%

17%

14%

16%

19%

14%

5%

30%

9%

6%

6%
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Some 36% use SN at least every day, with one in ten using it
more than five times a day. Most of the balance access SN sites
at least a few times a week. Based on all internet users, the
average frequency of accessing social networking sites is 10.3
per month.
Mo
re

2

Facebook

38%

For the vast majority of teens, social and other digital communications media is a daily part of life. Two-thirds (68%) of
teens text every day, half (51%) visit social networking sites
daily, and 11% send or receive tweets at least once every day. In
fact, more than a third (34%) of teens visit their main social
networking site several times a day. One in four (23%) teens is a
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16%

Population

Reference
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Data description
“heavy” social media user, meaning they use at least two
different types of social media each and every day.
Se
ver

#

4

Online SNs are used regularly by just over 1/3 of Europeans.
Almost 20% of respondents use them on a daily or almost daily
basis. However, a majority of Europeans still do not use SNs:
44% (-3) answered “never” and 11% (+2) said that they did not
have access to them. There is a clear generational split: 56% of
those aged 15 to 24 use SNs every day or almost every day,
compared with 29% of those aged 25 to 39, 14% of the 40 to 54
age group and 4% of those aged 55 or over. The gap between
managers (23%), white-collar workers (25%) and manual
workers (20%) is less pronounced.

Europe, EU 27 member
states, survey
conducted in
2010/2011 (exact N
unknown)

Eurobarometer
(2012)

5

63% of Facebook users report going on the site at least daily
(with 40% logging on multiple times per day), giving it not only
the highest overall percentage of users, but also the most
engaged. Just 14% of Facebook users say that they visit the site
less than once a week.

American adults 18+
year-olds (N=1801)
internet users
(N=1445)

Duggan & Smith
(2014)13

Daily

Weekly

Less often

Facebook

63%

22%

14%

Instagram

57%

20%

22%

Twitter

46%

21%

32%

Pinterest

23%

33%

45%

LinkedIn

13%

34%

52%

Why are some SNs more popular or successful than others? Some study supports the
hypothesis that the successful spread of some SNs might be associated with a specific positive
affective state experienced by users when they use them (Mauri, Cipresso, Balgera, Villamira, &

13

This report also provides information on the demographic of key SN platforms.
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Riva, 2011). Some study reports inconsistent findings in stress and quality of life in relation to
SN usage, which can likely be partially explained by the nature of the information that is shared
(Bevan, Gomez, & Sparks, 2014). A large body of literature reports studies of existing SN
platforms (Błachnio, Przepiórka, & Rudnicka, 2013). WP3 will give a careful review of these
studies before the design of the CIVIS ICT platform.
For the simulation model, we allow model users to have several ways to define the usage
frequencies of energy SN users in the model. First of all, we defined five SN categories each of
which represents a SN usage frequency as listed in Table 3.
Table 3: Definitions of SN Categories and the associated probabilities of users’ daily SN usage.
SN Category
SN Category Name
Likelihood of SN Daily Use
Percentage Users at init14

4

3

2

1

0

DAILY

THREE_DAY_PER_WEEK

ONE_DAY_PER_WEEK

ONE_DAY_PER_TWO_WEEK

NEVER

1
50%

3/7
15%

1/7
10%

1/14
10%

0
15%

Model users may decide how they would like to configure the SN usage frequencies of
the users that joined at initialization and of those that join SN during the simulation run. In the
first case, for model initialization, model users may choice a value for snCategory_init among
four alternatives: Percentage (SN users are assigned with SN categories according to the
initialization percentage shown in Table C.1), Random excl. NEVER (SN users are randomly
assigned with SN categories without NEVER), THREE_DAY_PER_WEEK (all users are assigned with
category THREE_DAY_PER_WEEK), or ONE_DAY_PER_WEEK (all users are assigned with category
ONE_DAY_PER_WEEK). In the second case, for simulation run, model users may choice a value for
snCategory_newUser to decide how a new user that is recruited during the simulation run
should be assigned with a SN category. There are three alternatives to choose from, which are
the latter three of the previous four choices just explained.
2.3.3. User Activity Frequencies on SN
The simulation model needs an approximation of user activity frequencies, more specifically,
when a user is on the energy SN, how often would the person (generate and) share energyrelated information and tips? We found some data that describes user activities on SNs, as

14

The percentages are used when “Percentage” is chosen for snCategory. Note that this is the percentage
among those who joined the SN, not among the total number of people.
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listed in Table 4.
Table 4: Activities of SN users.
#
1

2

3

4

Data description
On Facebook on an average day:
15% of Facebook users update their own status,
22% comment on another’s post or status,
20% comment on another user’s photos,
26% “Like” another user’s content.
10% send another user a private message.
Most people (56%) update their status less than once per
week. Nearly 16% have never updated their status.
Facebook status updates: 6% users several times a day,
9% users about once a day, 12% users 3-5 days per
week, 17% 1-2 days per week, 18% every few weeks,
22% less often, 6% never.
The survey was conducted over the Nov. 2010 elections.
At that time, 10% of Americans reported that they had
attended a political rally, 23% reported they had tried to
convince someone to vote for a specific candidate, 66%
reported that they had or intended to vote.
Internet users in general were over 2 times as likely to
attend a political meeting, 78% more likely to try and
influence someone’s vote, 53% more likely to have voted
or intended to vote.
Compared with other internet users, and users of other
SN platforms, a Facebook user who uses the site multiple
times per day was an additional 2,5 times more likely to
attend a political rally or meeting, 57% more likely to
persuade someone on their vote, and an additional 43%
more likely to have said they would vote.
33% of teens choose texting as their favorite way to
communicate with friends, compared to 7% who like to
communicate through their social networking site, 4%
who like to talk on the phone, and 1% each who prefer
using instant messaging or Twitter. 6% blog or comment
on blogs every day to 11% who send or receive tweets
daily and 51% who check their social networking site at
least once a day or more. Most (59%) teen social media
users either strongly or somewhat agree that they “love”
posting photos of themselves online — with girls a lot
more likely than boys to feel that way (75% of girls,
compared to 42% of boys).
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In the simulation model, we use a parameter activity% in each person agent to indicate
the frequency of the person’s activities on the energy SN. Its value is randomly assigned at
model initialization between 0 and max_activity%, where max_activity% is a configurable
input variable between 0 and 20. For example, if a model user choose to set max_activity% at
value 5, then a person agent can have activity% with a value between 0 and 5 with equal
chance. This means, for all the SN users generated in the simulation, there is about 1/6 will be
assigned with each of the values between 0 and 5 according to the central limit theorem.
2.3.4. Other Parameter Configuration
As explained earlier, the simulation model is exploratory rather than predictive at this stage.
Therefore we built in high degrees of freedom in parameter configuration to allow model users
experiment with different input combinations. The full list of input variables are shown in
Table C.1 in the Appendices. Besides those explained above, they also include a number of
thresholds, which transform relevant counting values into certain actions or measure points
that are explained in Sect. 2.2.2. In the next section, we discuss how model user may configure
input variable combinations to experiment with the model.

2.4.

Simulation Experiments

2.4.1. A Short Introduction to the Model Interface
The model15 developed in NetLogo has a user interface as shown in Figure 3. The simulation is
visualized in the center with each household represented as a grey or red patch (depending on
whether there are people online in that household). The patches’ positions are randomly
located and do not represent the geographical locations of the households. For future work we
plan to also consider the geographical location of households, e.g., model them after the test
sites in the CIVIS project. When a person in a household shares a message, that household is
linked with another household that has an online user receiving the message. Different types of
messages are represented by different linkage colors.

15 A video is available at http://youtu.be/9dgZ8SoEWik.
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Figure 3: A screenshot of the CIVIS simulation model interface

In the column to the left, there are a number of sliders and drop-down menus with
which model users can configure the model inputs. The “setup” button on top triggers model
initialization. With the “go” button, users can toggle between the modes to start/continue or
stop the simulation. With the “go-once” button, the simulation only advances one time step with
each button click. In the column to the right, a number of model output variables are plotted.
2.4.2. Define Simulation Experiments
In principle, model users can use the interface to try out different input configurations, and
then run the model and observe the model response through the animation and plots. A more
powerful (and probably more systematic) way to run simulation experiments is to use the
BehaviorSpace tool in Netlogo16. Experiments can be defined to explore the model’s parameter
space; and the output data from the model is recorded in csv files. Afterwards, the output data

16

This tool can be accessed through the Netlogo menu (Tools
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can be analyzed with any statistical tools. In our case we used the R environment17.
To explore a model’s parameter (some literature calls it factor) space for sensitivity
analysis, we often need “parameter sweeping” or “factorial experiment” (Kleijnen, 2008).
Simply put, it is to simulate a model with different parameters taking different values. For
example, if a simulation model has 3 parameters each of which can take 4 values, then a
complete factorial design of the simulation experiment would have 64=43 runs, assuming that
each parameter combination has only 1 simulation run (without replications or repetitions18).
When a model has many parameters, each of which has a range of many values, we can
use incomplete designs to reduce simulation runs. This means we limit the number of
parameters to change and/or limit the number of values that a parameter takes. The choice of
which parameters to alter with what values, depends on the experimental interests of the
model user.
For the CIVIS energy community simulation model, we created eleven experiments using
the BehaviorSpace tool19 for demonstration purposes. A screenshot of the BehaviorSpace
interface is shown in Figure 4 (A). Model users can define/edit the experiments individually
through an interface as exemplified in Figure 4 (B). This example shows the first experiment
(named SN-activities) we defined, in which only two input variables are simulated with
different values:
1. sn%_init with values 2, 6, 10, 14, 18;
2. max_activity% with values 4, 8, 12, 16, 20.
The other inputs of the model for this experiment setting have fixed values. Since both
variables have 5 values, there are 25=52 simulation runs in this experiment.
Please note that we defined the experiment for demonstration purposes, so we did not

17 R is an open source environment for statistical computing and graphics widely used among statisticians

http://www.r-project.org/.
18 Simulation replications (or sometimes called repetitions) are repeated simulation runs with the same model

configuration but different random number seeds; replications are needed when a simulation model uses random
number generators (Law, 2007).
19

The BehaviorSpace tool automatically runs a model many times, systematically varying the model's settings
and recording the results of each model run. See https://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/docs/behaviorspace.html
for more info on the tool.
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use replications (Repetitions=1). For a careful simulation study, random models always need
sufficient replications. How many replications are deemed sufficient is well discussed in
literature, thus we will not discuss it in this report; readers of interest may refer to classic M&S
articles or books such as Law (2007).

(A) CIVIS energy community simulation model
experiments

(B) A screenshot of the NetLogo BehaviorSpace
experiment definition dialog box

Figure 4: Screenshots of the NetLogo BehaviorSpace user interface

2.4.3. A Demonstration of Simulation Experiments
As mentioned earlier, eleven experiments are defined using the BehaviorSpace tool for
demonstration purposes. Their configurations are listed in Table 5. The parameters that are
simulated with different values in each experiment are shaded in gray. For a low number of
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simulation runs20 and ease in explanation, we mainly defined experiments with two changing
parameters and one replication. (Experiment #9 is defined with three changing parameters and
five replications.)
Table 5: Parameter configuration for simulation experiments - an example. Grey cells indicate model parameters that
are studied in an experiment.

max_msgValue

inactive_threshold

sn%_max

erKnowledge_threshold

max_#quit

30

7

5

-7

10

35

10

2

10

1000

5

19

10

30

7

5

-7

10

35

10

2

4,6,8,10
4,6,8,10
4,6,8,10
8

10
10
10
10

1000
1000
1000
1000

5
5
5
5

10
6,8,10,12,14
6,10,14,18,22
6,10,14,18,22

30
30
30
30

7
7
7
7

5
5
5
5

-7
-7
-7
-7

10
10
10
10

35
35
35
35

10
10
10
10

2
2
2
2

7

4

8

10

1000

5

10

30

7

5

35

10

2

4
4
4

10
10
10

1000
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4
4
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1

*Percentage, random, one day a week, three days a week

Suppose we are interested in how the model responds to the percentage of SN users at
initialization (sn%_init) and the frequency of the person’s activities on the energy SN
(max_activity%). (These two parameters are discussed in Sect. 2.3.1 and Sect. 2.3.3 respectively.) We can define an experiment as shown in Table 5 - Experiment #1 with these two
parameters taking different values. In this example, we defined 5 values for each parameter.

20 The number of simulation runs (N) increases exponentially with the number of parameters (n) on the base of

the number of parameter values (m) and increases linearly with the number of replications (r) such that
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The increment between the values is set to 4. The simulation results21 of Experiment #1 are
plotted as shown in Figure 6 where the values of max_activity% (4, 8, 12, 16, 20) are in the
horizontal direction and those of sn%_init (2, 6, 10, 14, 18) are in the vertical direction.
Each block in the plot is the result of one simulation run with the corresponding
parameter setting. Some experiments are not ran until the end of 2000 time steps 22 (5+ years)
because the maximum percentage of SN users is set to 35% and the simulation stops when this
number is reached.
As expected, the general trend is that the SN grows when max_activity% and sn%_init
increase. Nonetheless, the model demonstrates different behaviors when the two parameters
have low values. (The 3 runs at the left-up corner have negative growths.) Thus, to obtain a
better observation, we defined Experiment #2 such that max_activity% takes the low values
with smaller increments of 2 (4, 6, 8, 10) while sn%_init remains the same as in #1; and
Experiment #3 such that both parameters use the low values with smaller increments; see
Table 5. The simulation results of Experiments #2 and #3 are shown in Figure 7.
The plots show that while the model response is sensitive to both parameters, sn%_init
(vertical direction) is a more critical parameter for SN growth than max_activity% (horizontal
direction) when they both have low values. For example, when sn%_init is at its lowest (equals
2), there is merely SN activity regardless the max_activity% values, but the reverse is not true.
This is explainable since user presence is a necessary but not sufficient condition for user
activity on the SN.
Result 1: A low level of user presence is more critical to the energy SN growth than a low level of
user activity.

21 The

model’s output variables are explained in Table D.1 in the Appendices.

22 Each

time step represents one day; see page 16.
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Figure 6: Plot of Experiment #1 (max_activity%~sn%_init)23

Figure 7: Plots of Experiment #2, left, and Experiment #3, right (max_activity%~sn%_init)

To further explore the model response, in Experiments #4 and #5, we set sn%_init=4

23 For

the output variables, please refer to Table D.1- page 53.
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(with a fixed value)24, let max_activity% the same as in the previous experiment, and altered
awareness_threshold. This parameter determines when the SN users’ awarenessPnt can be
transformed into 1 snPnt; see Sect. 2.2.2. This means that the higher the value of
awareness_threshold, the more difficult the users can gain awareness through the SN. The
simulation results show that awareness_threshold is negatively correlated (i.e., user awareness is positively correlated) to SN growth. Although user awareness is necessary for the
growth of the SN, a low level of user awareness does not make the SN die out so long there is
sufficient user activity in the SN (the lower two rows of the plots).
Result 2: A low level of user awareness does not decrease the energy SN growth as long as there is
sufficient user activity.
Experiment #6 explores the interaction between max_snPnt_threshold_init and
awareness_threshold letting max_activity% be constant at 8. max_snPnt_threshold_init is a
parameter together with min_snPnt_threshold_init define the range of snPnt_threshold to
be initialized in agent models. This means that the higher the value of snPnt_threshold the
higher the mean of snPnt_threshold (i.e., the less easy the users get engaged in the SN), thus
the less or slower the SN grows. The simulation result indeed shows this general trend. It also
shows that the SN growth rate does not strictly follow the increase of the two parameters; e.g.,
when max_snPnt_threshold_init=14, the SN growth rate when awareness_threshold=10 is
not slower than when awareness_threshold=6. This is caused by the randomness in the model,
since the model is ran only once without replications in the experiment.
We use Experiments #7 and #8 to demonstrate the necessity of replications for random
models. Figure 10 shows the results of the two experiments where max_snPnt_threshold_init
and snPnt_threshold_neg are the altering parameters. snPnt_threshold_neg (defined as a
negative value) is the lower threshold for snPnt (cf., snPnt_threshold which is the higher
threshold for snPnt). It determines when a user’s snPnt shall be transformed into downgrading
the user’s SN category or quitting the SN. This means that the lower the value of
snPnt_threshold_neg the less easy the users get a downgrade or quit the SN. Hence, this
parameter has a negative correlation to SN growth. In Experiment #7, each model configuration

24 This is a value to which the model has different responses in SN growth. We could have chosen other

sn%_init
values such as 6 or 8. We use sn%_init=4 in this report to show an example of experimental design. A careful
study of the model can simulate all these values.
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is ran only once, while in Experiment #8 each configuration ran 5 replications25 (colored in
different shades of blue in Figure 10. As we can observe from the plots, since the model is
random, a simulation run only exhibits some random model behavior for a given parameter
setting. Hence a random model always needs replications to give users a more complete picture
of model behavior. For example, the model responses for max_snPnt_threshold_init=14 or
=16 (the first two columns in the plots) seem very different in Experiment #7 which has one
simulation run for each configuration, while making more replications in Experiment #8 gives a
better idea of the range of the model response. For Experiment #8, the model responses change
but not as seemed sensitive as in Experiment #7. For random models, model users may
simulate with one run to get a fast and rough idea of the possible trend of model response, but
please note that such a response is a partial picture of the model behavior.
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Figure 10: Plots of Experiment #7, left, and Experiment #8, right (max_snPnt_threshold_init%~ snPnt_threshold_neg)

Experiment #9 is an example for altering 3 model parameters: awareness_threshold,
max_snPnt_threshold_init and snPnt_threshold_neg. Using more variables for parameter
sweeping gives more information, but this takes more simulation runs. Experiment #9 (only)
has 3, 4 and 2 values for the three above parameters respectively (with awareness_threshold

25 Five replications are often not sufficient for numerical output analysis for random models (which need to use,

e.g., the confidence interval method to determine the sufficient number of replications). But this number is deemed
sufficient here to explain the problem.
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in {10, 12, 14}, max_snPnt_threshold_init in {10, 14, 18, 22} and snPnt_threshold_neg in {-7,
-5}) and 5 replications for each configuration; this results in 120 simulation runs. The result (as
well as that of the previous experiment) shows that the model is more sensitive to the lower
threshold than the higher threshold for snPnt. This means that negative growth is more easily
triggered (by negative experience) than positive growth (triggered by positive experience) in
the SN.
Result 3: Negative energy SN growth is more easily triggered (by negative energy SN experience)
than positive growth (triggered by positive experience).
In Experiment #10 and #11, the energy SN usage category initialization condition
snCategory_init varies together with max_activity% or sn%_init. In both cases, energy SN
usage frequency of “one day a week” resulted in negative SN growth. It is interesting to see that
the “three days a week” initialization outperforms the “percentage” initialization in SN growth.
This means that a larger user based with an average frequent usage can yield faster energy SN
growth than a smaller user base using the SN more frequently.
Result 4: A large user community with members that are occasionally active yields faster energy
SN growth than a smaller community of very active users.

2.5.

Remarks on the Energy SN Model

As stated in Sect. 1.1, for D3.1, WP3 chose to first focus on the community aspect of the energy
network, and developed an energy SN simulation model to provide CIVIS researchers with a
tool to explore the dynamics in energy community formation and its impact on the community
energy behavior. In the energy SN simulation model, we presented a number of variables such
as load-shifting (knowledge) points and energy reduction (knowledge) points that are
indicators of the corresponding energy behavior of the respective users and the households.
These indicators can be transformed into concrete energy consumption quantities (e.g.,
in kWh) once relevant data becomes available from the pilot sites. With the consumption and
pricing quantities, as well as an energy business model, refinement and/or extension can be
made to the energy SN simulation mode to study community negotiation in terms of buying,
selling and donation energy in the next project phase.
At the current stage, we chose not to add these features into the simulation model since
we have very little information about e.g. how to convert or translate the points mentioned
above into concrete energy consumption quantities. In other words, users’ energy behavior
changes, if any, in how they would respond to the information and energy efficiency knowledge
and to what extent, are unclear to the modeler. This is an important subject of study that
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requires careful investigation in the next phase of the CIVIS project. Another important issue to
study in the project is what are good ways to provide users with actionable and motivating
information and knowledge that stimulates energy behavior changes.
When we have information on users’ energy behavior changes, particularly in terms of
the degree of such changes, we can add the information into the simulation model. For example,
every X energy reduction (knowledge) points can be converted into Y% household
consumption reduction in a linear or non-linear correlation if the household consumption has
not yet reached a certain minimum amount. In a similar fashion, every M load-shifting
(knowledge) points can be transformed into N% improvement of the matching of energy use
and supply (again in a linear or non-linear correlation) when the household still have room to
shift its consumption time. Another potentially interesting question for future research could
be that if the energy saving amount or load-shifting possibility is low, whether the effect
propagates in the SN with a different speed compared to when such a value is high.

3. Visualization of Prosumption Data
One of the pillars of the CIVIS vision is to empower energy prosumers in order to provide them
means for understanding energy (analysis and knowledge) and taking decisions reflecting their
multifaceted value system (feedback and actions). One relevant aspect widely investigated in
literature is that of energy visualization: how to visualize energy prosumption data in order to:
o let users understand the energy impact of their actions and habits, and
o assist them in taking decisions on energy aspects.
While this aspect focuses more on the individual prosumer level (how single prosumers
react to the awareness of their energy consumption patterns), as we will see visualization can
also underpin community formation and social dynamics.
This activity contributes to the second objective of WP3, as stated in the DoW, i.e.,
“design and development of ICT support for energy services”. This includes means for all
energy stakeholders (prosumers as well as DSOs and utilities) to visualize energy data in an
effective, actionable and easily accessible way.
It is worth to mention that CIVIS does not aim at introducing innovative visualizations of
energy prosumption data. The objective of this activity during the first year was to survey the
relevant scientific literature and state-of-the-art approaches, in order to derive best practices to
be applied to the CIVIS context.
This section summarizes the achievements of the activities carried out during the first
year of project activities.
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3.1.

Reference Energy Dataset

During the first year of activity, given the impossibility of accessing (real-time and historical)
data from the pilot sites, WP3 decided to select a reference dataset for R&D purposes. The
reference dataset will also be used extensively in the second year of the project for:
o designing and fine-tuning algorithms, and
o testing the actual software implementation.
An extensive search was performed in order to scout existing open datasets and assess
their suitability for usage within the scope of the CIVIS project. The following candidate
datasets are identified:
o REDD: http://redd.csail.mit.edu/,
o Smart*: http://traces.cs.umass.edu/index.php/Smart/Smart,
o CER: http://www.ucd.ie/issda/data/commissionforenergyregulationcer/,
o Olypen: https://svn.pnl.gov/olypen from the Pacific Northwest demonstration project
(https://www.smartgrid.gov/sites/default/files/doc/files/GridWise_Demonstration_Pr
oject_Fast_Facts_200708.pdf),
o GreenButton PG&E: http://energy.gov/downloads/green-button-sample-data-pge, in
particular the E6 Residential Time of Use Rate Average Usage and the E1 Residential
Large Usage,
o EnerNoc: http://open.enernoc.com/data/.
The following set of selection criteria are identified by Consortium partners:
o License: the data shall be published under an appropriate open source license
(mandatory).
o Format and schema: the data shall be published in an open and standardized format to
allow for reuse of the solutions developed (mandatory).
o Time granularity: the data shall have time granularity not exceeding 15’ (mandatory).
o Aggregation level: the data shall refer to single households and not be aggregated
(mandatory).
o Number of traces: at least 10 traces (preferred). (The larger the number of users logged,
the better.)
o Duration: at least 1 year (preferred, due to the impact of seasonality). (The longer the
time period covered in the dataset, the better)
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o Geocoding: the data shall include reference to the geographic location where the
consumption took place (preferred).
o Customer type: the data shall refer to residential consumers (preferred).
o Tariff: the data shall include pricing information (preferred).
The candidate datasets are evaluated with respect to the criteria as summarized in the

License

Format/
Schema
Not specifiedTsv (time +
power
reading)

Time
granularity
1 sec (low
frequency
dataset)

Aggregation #of Duration
level
traces
Single
6
Several
appliance
weeks

Geocoding Customer Tariff
type
none
Residential none

2012

Not specifiedCsv (time +
power
reading)

1 sec

Circuits and 3
energy
meters

90 days

none

Residential none
(including
RES
generation)

CER

20092010

Non
Txt: meterID, 30 min
commercial Day/Time
code, energy

Smart meter 5,000 Several
months

none

Residential Tariff
and
category
commercial

Olypen

20062007

Free to use Csv, sql
&
redistribute
(BSD-like),
users need
to register
for accessing
the data

Smart meter 112

1 year

Zip code

Residential Tariff
category

GreenButton
PG&E

20112012

Not specifiedGreenButton 60 min

Smart meter 1

1 year

Zip code

Residential Tariff
(E1/E6
category
datasets)

EnerNoc

2012

CC BY-NC
3.0

Smart meter 100

1 year

Randomized
lat/long

below:
Title

Year

REDD

2010

Smart*

Commercial None

5 min

GreenButton 5 min
XML; CSV +
metadata

Based on the data collected and matching against the requirements detailed above, WP3
has decided to use ENERNOC as the reference dataset for internal development and testing of
components until data from the pilot sites will be available.
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3.2.

Data Model

One important design decision that was taken during the first reporting period was the choice
of an appropriate model for representing energy prosumption data. In terms of requirements, a
suitable data model for CIVIS should be:
1. Open, for fostering both the adoption by stakeholders in the energy domain as well as
enabling, in the long term, the arising of an open application/service ecosystem on top
of the CIVIS ICT platform;
2. Supported, with an active community of developers/supporters and (potentially) a
number of companies already using it.
3. Flexible, i.e., being able to support without requiring major refactoring of the codebase
data as made available by the CIVIS stakeholders in the two pilot sites;
4. Expressive, enabling automated processing of data and, at least partially, automated
reasoning on the data;
5. Lightweight, not encompassing excessive overhead in terms of computational resources
required for processing.
One of the difficulties encountered in this process is that CIVIS needs to cover both
energy as well as social media data. Given the lack of an established omni-comprehensive
model, and as for social media data a number of different data models exist (and methods for
schema transformation), we decided to focus on energy data only. Social data will be dealt with
in the second year of project activities.
An in-depth scouting phase highlighted the lack of a currently worldwide-adopted
standard for representing energy prosumption data able to meet the aforementioned
requirements. Among the available data models, we decide to use GreenButton26 for internal
representation in the CIVIS project.
The GreenButton initiative is built upon the “common-sense idea that electricity
customers should be able to download their own energy usage in consumer- and computerfriendly format”27. This vision matches well one of the key pillars of the CIVIS project, i.e., the
idea of empowering energy prosumers by putting them in control (in this case even ownership)

26

http://greenbuttondata.org/

27 http://en.openei.org/wiki/Green_Button
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of their own energy data. Formally, GreenButton is an industry-led effort to standardize ways
for prosumers to access their energy data. It is led by US companies following a call to action by
the US President in 2011, and is actively supported by the US Department of Energy 28.
GreenButton is built around an open data model, standardized by NAESP and openly available29.
GreenButton includes the Energy Usage Information (EUI), which describes how data
shall be formatted for exchange within the GreenButton framework. When we talk about
“GreenButton data model” we actually refer (with a slight abuse of terminology) to the EUI30. In
Figure 13, we report the NAESB ESPI REQ.21 model, which corresponds to the most relevant
information (in the CIVIS context) in the GreenButton data model. The high-level structure is
also sketched in Figure 13.

28 http://energy.gov/data/green-button/
29 http://naesb.org/termsofuse_form.asp?doc=espi.xsd
30 https://github.com/energyos/OpenESPI-Common-java/blob/master/etc/espiDerived.xsd
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class ESPI Usage
List
UsagePointList

0..*
IdentifiedObject
UsagePoint
+

status: UInt8 [0..1]

List
0..1

MeterReadingList
0..*

0..1

IdentifiedObject
Serv iceCategory
+

List

MeterReading
0..1

kind: ServiceKind

Interv alBlockList
0..*
IdentifiedObject
Interv alBlock

1

+

IdentifiedObject

interval: DateTimeInterval [0..1]

ReadingType
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

accumulationBehaviour: AccumulationBehaviourType [0..1]
commodity: CommodityType [0..1]
consumptionTier: ConsumptionTierType [0..1]
currency: CurrencyCode [0..1]
dataQualifier: DataQualifierType [0..1]
defaultQuality: QualityOfReading [0..1]
flowDirection: FlowDirectionType [0..1]
kind: KindType [0..1]
intervalLength: UInt32 [0..1]
phase: PhaseCode [0..1]
powerOfTenMultiplier: PowerOfTenMultiplierType [0..1]
timeAttribute: TimeAttributeType [0..1]
tou: TOUType [0..1]
uom: UomType [0..1]

0..*
Interv alReading
+
+
+

cost: UInt48 [0..1]
timePeriod: DateTimeInterval [0..1]
value: UInt48 [0..1]
0..*
ReadingQuality
+

quality: QualityOfReading

Figure 13: Relevant structure of the GreenButton data model 31

GreenButton data is represented in an XML format that uses the Atom Syndication
Format32 widely adopted for building web feeds. This makes it rather straightforward to use
standard Web technologies (including RESTful APIs) to build applications around GreenButton
data. Green Button data includes, besides consumption per time interval, also a number of
meta-data (including pricing and tariff information in particular), which is useful for the
purpose of various WPs. In terms of the metadata, the most relevant entries for CIVIS are the
consumptionTier, ToU (Time of Use) and CPP (Critical Peak Period) fields in the XML, which

31

http://en.openei.org/wiki/Green_Button_Developer

32

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4287
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allows considering pricing and tariff scheme in the data analysis.
A number of applications supporting the GreenButton model can be found online33.

Figure 14: High-level structure of GreenButton data for meter readings 34

3.3.

Data Visualization: Theory and State-of-the-Art

In this section we present a survey of existing theories and state-of-the-art approaches for the
design of visualization for in-home energy efficiency.
In Wood & Newborough (2007), the authors present a framework for visualizing inhome energy data. They built a taxonomy covering various dimensions, including place of
display, motivational factors, display units (kW/h vs. dollars vs. CO2 consumed), display
methods, timescale and category. From the CIVIS perspective, the relevance of this work lies in
the fact that eight different motivational factors were identified: self-competition, self-set goals,
maternal/paternal, tariff, competition with others, goal set by external agency, social reward
and monetary reward. They can be grouped into three major categories: comparative data, goal
setting and rewards. The authors conclude that a mix of comparative data and goal setting may
result in an effective combination.

33

http://en.openei.org/apps/

34

http://en.openei.org/wiki/Green_Button_Developer
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Figure 15: Summary of the factors influencing the design of energy information display systems (Wood & Newborough,
2007)

Ellegård & Palm (2011) use a time-geographic approach towards the study of the role of
energy in everyday life. In their experiment, 463 household members in 179 households were
asked to fill an activity diary; activities are then mapped, by means of a purposeful designed IT
tool, to raw energy consumption data. Feedback was provided by means of visualization
methods, which proved an effective reflective tool for families discussing their relationship
with energy.
Pierce, Odom & Blevis (2008) survey approaches proposed for the design of ecovisualization. Eco-visualization is based on feedback, i.e., the means by which information (in
this case energy consumption data) is conveyed to users (in this case household owners). A
specific distinction is made between pragmatic visualization (that aims at being easily
understood) and artistic visualization (that keeps the target audience engaged by presenting an
interpretation challenge). The relevance of the user context is also discussed; in particular the
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authors highlight that little attention was historically paid to such an aspect, which however is
instrumental in achieving effective behavioral changes.
In Bartram, Rodgers, & Muise (2010), the concept of “negawatt” is introduced, defined as
“a unit of power saved by increasing efficiency or reducing consumption”. Visualization is
understood to be a key element in this context, enabling prosumers to understand and manage
their energy usage. Particular focus is placed on real-time feedback on energy use. Effective
display of in-home energy data is investigated based on experience in a net-zero solar-powered
home deployment. The shortcomings of the commonly used energy dashboard model, which is
built around the concept of “resident as interested manager”, are discussed and empirically
validated. The limitations of ambient visualization approaches, which aim to communicate
energy consumption information without requiring active attention, are also discussed. Moving
to an “aware resident” perspective, the authors developed the Adaptive Living Interface System
(ALIS), a distributed system of interfaces and visualization to help the resident become aware
of their energy usage. AILS employs social interactions (the “Neighborhood Network”) in order
to improve the commitment of users towards energy saving goals. This is achieved by showing
a historical view of user’s energy consumption compared to a community average and set
conservation goals, letting people in the same community (in this case: neighborhood) compete
to achieve saving goals while sharing tips and comments.
Björkskog et al. (2010) present EnergyLife, a system (developed within the framework
of the FP7 BeAware project) for improving energy awareness through a gamification approach.
In EnergyLife information is provided to users through a mobile web app in the form of a threedimensional carousel, whereby each card corresponds to a single electrical device, monitored
by means of an ad hoc designed plug meter. Users can gain points by saving energy with respect
to the historical mean, as well as answering quizzes on how to reduce energy consumption or
by accessing advices and tips. An ambient interface is also included as part of the system,
whereby existing lighting of a household changes dynamically according to the actual
consumption level, thereby providing an intuitive feedback to users on their current “energy
performance”.
In Van Wijk & Van Selow (1999), a method for visualizing time series exhibiting
periodicity over different time-scales is presented. This is relevant as energy consumption data
exhibits periodicity over at least three different time scales (day, week, season).
Holmes (2007) discusses eco-visualization, i.e., visualization building upon an artistic
element to foster behaviors leading to energy consumption. Three use cases were analyzed in
details, obtaining a number of lessons on how to design effective art visualizations. Along
similar lines, Rodgers & Bartram (2011) consider the use of ambient and artistic visualization
as enablers of effective in-home energy management. Three abstract visualization and four
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design requirements are identified and analyzed.
Bonino, Corno, & De Russis (2012) performed an on-line survey, involving 992
participants, on energy feedback interfaces. In particular, two general types of interfaces were
considered, direct power feedback (DPF) and energy goal setting (EGS). Analyzing the outcomes
of the survey, the authors conclude that DPF and EGS should be used in combination due to
their complementary nature; yet, EGS was perceived by the participants as the one that could
motivate them most to achieve energy savings.
Costanza, Ramchurn, & Jennings (2012) present FigureEnergy, an interactive
visualization that allows users to annotate and manipulate graphical representation of their
energy consumption data. Small-scale experiments (12 users, two weeks) were run, showing
that the annotation feature proved effective in increasing the awareness of users (in terms of
relating energy consumption to daily activities) as well as in providing them insight in
strategies for energy saving.
Pierce & Paulos (2012) present a review of energy-related works within the humancomputer interaction (HCI) research community. It is recognized that most energy-related HCI
research has focused on energy feedback displays for consumption data. A number of
opportunities and hunting fields are identified. These include: display new data (beyond pure
energy consumption), new product-level energy interactions that focus on bodily, tactile
engagement, designing for other types (not just electricity) and using energy differently. The
latter point is particularly relevant in the CIVIS context. It includes the adoption of feedback
technologies for shifting energy consumption (not reducing it), visualization that enable energy
qualification (where and how produced) as well as applications for sharing energy locally
produced in excess.
Froehlich (2009) makes a case for making the energy consumption tangible in order to
improve the perception by users of energy consumption. The focus is on the use of feedback
technology, understood as a mechanism for monitoring behavior (user activities and energy
consumption) and matching it against goals (energy savings). The author identifies ten
dimensions for the design of feedback systems: frequency, measurement units, data granularity,
push/pull, presentation medium, location, visual design, recommending action (e.g., the usage
of prompts), comparisons, and social sharing.
Froehlich, Findlater, & Landay (2010) discuss models of pro-environmental behavior
and techniques to induce behavior change. In particular, the focus is on eco-feedback
technology, defined as technology that provides feedback on individual or group behaviors
with a goal of reducing environmental impact. Relevant works in both environmental
psychology and HCI are revised. A number of means for fostering the adoption of pro-
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environmental behavior are identified and discussed: information, goal setting, comparison,
commitment, incentives/disincentives, rewards/penalties, and feedback. It is highlighted that
the choice of a peculiar design for eco-feedback technology should be built upon a model of
human behavior (i.e., rational choice model, which highlights self-interest, or norm-activation
model, which builds upon the role of moral or personal norms as direct determinants of prosocial behavior). The paper also concludes that the existing gap between HCI research and
environmental psychology research should be closed, finding a way to link motivations to
actual eco-feedback technology implementation (visualization).
Chetty, Tran & Grinter (2008) run a number of comparative interviews to understand
in-home energy consumption behaviors and awareness. One of the conclusions of their study is
that energy is perceived as a commodity and there is little awareness of its consumption and
value, as well as of how this links to behaviors and daily habits. Therefore feedback technology
able to close this knowledge and awareness gap may have an impact on the adoption of more
sustainable behaviors. One interesting consideration in Chetty, Tran & Grinter (2008) relates to
the risk of creating a “green divide”: if expensive technology is needed to enable eco-feedback
visualization, then this may be adopted only by people with an already high level of
environmental awareness, leaving the large majority of the population unaware of energy’s
value.
In Mankoff et al. (2007) the authors review uses of online SNs and propose to integrate
feedback about ecological footprint data into existing SN sites and Internet portal sites. This is
meant to help educating the general public on the links between everyday actions, energy
consumption and emissions generated from those actions.
Kollmuss & Agyeman (2002) survey some of the most commonly used frameworks for
analyzing pro-environmental behavior and for explaining the gap between the possession of
environmental knowledge and environmental awareness, and displaying pro-environmental
behavior. The frameworks analyzed include linear progression models; altruism, empathy and
pro-social behavior models; and sociological models. A number of factors, which have been
found to impact the adoption of pro-environmental behaviors, are also analyzed. These include
demographics, external factors (e.g. institutional, economic social and cultural factors) and
internal factors (e.g. motivation, environmental knowledge, awareness, values, attitudes,
emotion, locus of control, responsibilities and priorities).
Paetz, Dütschke, & Fichtner (2012) analyzed, by means of focus groups, the reaction of
individuals to an ICT-equipped smart home. The experiment aimed at analyzing which factors
may foster (or hinder) the adoption of novel technologies, which by automating the control of
electric appliances and HVAC (heating, ventilation, and air conditioning) may positively impact
energy consumption. One interesting finding of the study relates to the perceived threat to
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privacy due to the use of ubiquitous smart plugs.
Steg & Vlek (2009) present a framework, based upon environmental psychology
theories, for understanding and promoting pro-environmental behavior. They identify three
main motivational factors: cost/benefit analysis (based upon a rationality assumption on
individual’s behavior), moral and normative concerns and affect. Various results and
publications are presented and discussed. In terms of intervention, informational strategies are
recognized as a key element.
He, Greenberg, & Huang (2010) discuss how to deal with diversity in individual’s
attitudes and motivation towards the adoption of pro-environmental behavior. In particular,
they recognize that most feedback technologies proposed “use a one-size-fits-all solution,
providing the same feedback to differently motivated individuals at different stages of
readiness, willingness and ableness to change”. By applying the Transtheoretical Model, He,
Greenberg, & Huang (2010) propose a staged approach, whereby individuals are followed
through a personalized path towards taking action and maintaining a desirable behavior over
time. This work highlights the importance of a personalized and dynamically changing user
visualization, able to adapt to both the user peculiar interests and preferences as well as to
changes in user behavior over time.
Stern (1999) discusses the factors influencing the adoption of pro-environmental
consumer behavior. In particular, the work highlights the interwoven role of information and
material incentives, and provides guidelines for policy-makers on how to maximize the impact
of environmental policies.
Cialdini & Schultz (2004) describe the outcomes of a 3-years project aimed at
understanding the role of normative beliefs in an individual’s decision to conserve energy. The
experiments involve 1207 households in the area of San Diego. Five different energy
conservation messages were printed on door hangers that were distributed among residents.
The messages were based on descriptive normative information (“Join your neighbors in
conserving energy”), self-interest (“Save money by conserving energy”), environment (“Protect
the environment by conserving energy”), social responsibility (“Do your part to conserve
energy for future generations”) and information only (“Energy conservation”). Results showed
that the only one able to effectively lead to energy savings was the one presenting descriptive
normative information. A similar experiment was repeated in a different area (San Marcos, CA)
by the same authors (Schultz et al., 2007), where descriptive normative feedback was also
provided to residents. It is interesting to note that such works are at the basis of the “behavioral
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energy efficiency” methods employed by successful US company Opower35.
Some other recent works (Strengers, 2014; Cakici & Bylund, 2014) highlight that the
current literature still lacks a principled approach to the link between user visualization and
behavioral change, in particular in terms of the impact of the prosumers’ social context.

3.4.

Data Visualization in CIVIS: An Example

Given the state-of-the-art surveyed in the previous section, we concluded that an effective
visualization for CIVIS, able to increase energy awareness and foster the take-up of energyefficient behaviors should include the following elements:
o Information of the cost of energy and on the corresponding CO2 footprint;
o Usage of tangible units for consumed energy (e.g., trees needed to offset the CO2
produced, using the EPA calculator36 as done by Leafully37);
o Current consumption levels, classified in order to make it accessible to users (e.g., traffic
light color code);
o Comparison with neighbors with similar types of households and with energy-efficient
neighbors38;
o Context-aware and personalized tips for increasing energy efficiency;
o Ability to set goals for consumption.
In addition to the above elements distilled from the data visualization state-of-the art,
we suggest the following features and functionalities to foster social participation and to
promote social goals in the CIVIS project:
o Ability to create new challenges, competitions and local initiatives such as possibilities
for people to coordinate and discuss investing in solar power;
o Ability to join existing challenges, competitions and local initiatives;

35

http://www.opower.com/

36

http://epa.gov/cleanenergy/energy-resources/refs.html

37

https://leafully.com/

The identification of ‘energy-efficient neighbors’ will be based on the profiling mechanism that will be developed
as part of WP3 activities.
38
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o Ability to donate and share excess energy produced and/or energy saved.
o Ability to set individual and community goals (the community goals can be joined by
users in the same community).
Based on such considerations we built a prototype. The prototype is built in JavaScript
using bootstrap39 for the framework and Google Charts APIs40 for creating the visualization.
Given the lack of data from the pilot sites, data was taken from the reference dataset ENERNOC
(as discussed in Sect. 3.1) using the data for user n. 10141. The prototype shall be used for
conducting user studies on the reaction to the display of energy data and represents an
example of how a CIVIS app for citizens could look like.

Figure 16: Sample dashboard for CIVIS energy prosumers

39

http://getbootstrap.com/

40

https://developers.google.com/chart/

41

http://open.enernoc.com/data/
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4. Conclusions
4.1.

Summary of First Year Activities

In this report of the first year activities in WP3, we discussed two parallel and complementary
approaches to prepare for user profiling and for the ICT platform design of the CIVIS project. On
the one hand, we developed a simulation model that can be used as an exploratory tool by
researchers to identify critical metrics in the energy SN. Initial experiments show that in this
context a large community with members that are occasionally active forms a better predicator
for successful energy communities than a smaller community of very active users. In more
detail, preliminary results show that:
1. SN growth is positively correlated to both user presence and user activity; low user
presence is, however, more critical to SN growth than low user activity.
2. SN growth is positively correlated to user awareness; but a low level of user awareness
does not decrease SN growth as long as there is sufficient user activity in the SN.
3. Negative growth is more easily triggered (by negative experience) than positive growth
(being triggered by positive experience) in the SN.
4. A larger user base with an average frequent usage yields faster SN growth than a smaller
user base using the SN more frequently.
On the other hand, before the actual data from the pilot sites becomes available, we
chose a reference energy dataset and an energy data model for R&D purposes. Based on
literature review and state-of-the-art in energy data visualization, we built a prototype using
the reference dataset. To provide an effective visualization that is able to increase energy
awareness and foster the take-up of energy-efficient behaviors, we included the following
elements in the prototype:
1. Information on the cost of energy consumption and the corresponding CO2 footprint;
2. Current consumption levels that are classified in order to make it accessible to users
(e.g., traffic light color code);
3. Energy consumption in comparison with neighbors and energy-efficient neighbors;
4. Context-aware and personalized tips for increasing energy efficiency;
5. Ability to set goals for consumption.
In addition to the above elements distilled from the data visualization state-of-the-art,
we suggest the following features and functionalities to foster social participation and to
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promote social goals in the CIVIS project:
o Ability to create new challenges, competitions and local initiatives such as possibilities
for people to coordinate and discuss investing in solar power;
o Ability to join existing challenges, competitions and local initiatives;
o Ability to donate and share excess energy produced and/or energy saved.
o Ability to set individual and community goals (the community goals can be joined by
users in the same community).
The simulation model and the prototype can be both used for conducting further user
studies on the effect of the SN interactions, prosumer engagement and energy data
visualization in the second year of the CIVIS project to inform and help the design, development
and experimentation of the CIVIS ICT platform.

4.2.

Social Dimension in CIVIS ICT System and Future Work

Smart grids have a clear social component besides technological aspects: consumers and small
producers can together form energy communities. Such communities can be based on shared
geographical location and/or shared values such as sustainability and social cohesion. Smart
grid users are not only individual entities driven by economic considerations contributing
individually to achieve energy goals, their collective action, pro-social values and sense of
community can be effective driving forces for sustainable energy grids. The latter is the subject
of study within CIVIS.
In this context, we aim to explore the potential of SN in supporting social participation
and engagement in smart grids. Given the success stories of a number of currently well-known
general-purpose (online) SN platforms, we assume that an energy ICT system that includes
features of SN platforms can be used to form virtual energy communities where users can share
interests and values, exchange experiences, compare (and compete) energy consumption,
receive feedback, etc. This can potentially foster user awareness and engagement to achieve
sustainable energy goals such as consumption reduction and load shifting. The CIVIS project is
to explore this potential.
The questions to be investigated in this research are, e.g., what is a good design of such
an energy ICT system that can be potentially successful; whether and to what extent can such a
platform shape users’ sustainable energy behavior; which design aspects are critical for
engaging users. There are many research efforts on the topics of smart grid or SN individually,
but research on combining SNs with smart grids has just started. Our research expands on the
current work in that it focuses on smart grid user communities and their pro-social values.
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Many aspects of the potential of SN among smart grid users in community building and social
cohesion could be explored. The research outcomes could contribute to both smart grid and SN
research communities.
How do we plan to proceed with the research in CIVIS? We will follow an adaptive agile
development process with iterative rapid prototyping. This is a discovery-based approach. Grid
users from CIVIS test sites will be continuously involved in reviewing and giving feedback to
the prototype design from the onset and throughout the process. We focus on quick responses
to change, continuous and adaptive development, working towards product maturity.
More concretely, based on CIVIS user stories, we choose a set of basic functionalities and
translate those into a few self-contained and interrelated small applications, e.g., apps to give
energy tips and to create and join energy challenges. These applications will be prototyped in
forms of web applications or mobile apps for iterative and incremental development. There are
many features and detailed design issues shall be explored during the development. Regular
adaptations, welcome changing requirements and continuous attention to good design are
natures of agile development process. Together with users’ feedback on the design, adaptations
and changes will be made to suit user needs and interests in order to achieve the CIVIS research
goal in the second year. Deliverable D3.2 will provide more details to this regard.

5. Appendices
5.1.

Variables in A Person Agent

Table A.1: Definitions of parameters and variables of a “person” agent.
# Name
1 whereLive

Type/Domain
reference

2 sn?

boolean {T, F}

3 snCategory

nominal number [0, 4]

SN category of the person;
indicates how often the person
uses the SN; the higher the
category more often.

4 #quit

natural number

How many times the person
(still) can quit the SN.

[0, max_#quit]
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Remarks/Examples
The reference to the person's
household.
Whether the person joined SN.
0: never,
1: one day per two weeks,
2: one day per week,
3: three days per week,
4: daily.
This is a count down variable
initialed with a random
number between 1 and input
variable max_#quit (Table C.1
#5). When the person quits
the SN, #quit decreases by 1.
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#

Name

Type/Domain

5 online?

boolean {T, F}

6 ctrInactive

natural number
[0, inactive_threshold]

7 ctrIdle

natural number
[0, idle_threshold]

8 activity%

natural number
[0, max_ activity%]

9 snCapacity

natural number
[0, max_snCapacity]

10 snPnt

natural number
[0, snPnt_threshold]

11 snPnt
_threshold

natural number
[min_snPnt_threshold_init,
max_snPnt_threshold_init]
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Description

Whether the person is on the
SN during the current simulation time interval.
The counter for (successively)
being online without sharing
or receiving messages.

Remarks/Examples
The person may rejoin the SN
when #quit≠0.

inactive_threshold is an input
variable (Table C.1 #15).

The counter for (successively)
not being online (if sn? = T).

idle_threshold is an input
variable (Table C.1 #16).

The person’s likelihood of
sharing a message once the
person is online.

This parameter is initiated
with a random number
between 0 and input variable
max_ activity% (Table C.1 #6).

SN capacity; indicates how
many new users this person
can bring to the SN.

This is a count down variable
initiated with a random
number between 0 and input
variable max_snCapacity
(Table C.1 #7). When the
person recruits a new user to
the SN, snCapacity decreases
by 1. The person may recruit
more people when
snCapacity≠0.

SN level points; indicates how
social/asocial the person is on
the SN.
SN level point (upper)
threshold.

When a user’s snPnt reaches
this threshold, the points are
transformed into upgrading
the user’s SN category or
recruiting a new user. This
variable is initiated with a
random number between
min_snPnt_threshold_init and
max_snPnt_threshold_init,
both of which are input
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#

Name

Type/Domain

12 awarenessPnt

natural number

Description

Awareness level points.

[0, awareness_threshold]

13 lsKnowledge

natural number
[0, lsKnowledge_threshold]

14 erKnowledge

natural number
[0, erKnowledge_threshold]

5.2.

Remarks/Examples
variables (Table C.1 #12, #13).
awareness_threshold is an
input variable (Table C.1 #9).
When a user shares or
receives an info message, the
awarenessPnt increases by
the message value.

Load-shifting knowledge points When a user shares or
of the person.
receives a useful load-shifting
tip, lsKnowledge increases by
the tip value.
lsKnowledge_threshold is an
input variable (Table C.1 #10).
Energy-reduction knowledge
points of the person.

When a user shares or
receives a useful energyreduction tip, erKnowledge
increases by the tip value.
erKnowledge_threshold is an
input variable (Table C.1 #11).

Variables in A Household Agent

Table B.1: Definitions of parameters and variables of a “household” agent.
# Name
1 #members

Type/Domain
natural number [1, 4]

Description
Remarks/Examples
The number of family members This parameter is initiated
belonging to this household.
with a random number
between 1 and 4. The average
household size in Europe is
about 2.5.

2 members

reference

3 #sn

natural number

The reference to the family
members
The number of family members
joined SN.

[0, #members]
4 #online

natural number
[0, #members]
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#

Name

5 lsPnt

Type/Domain

Description
interval.

Remarks/Examples

natural number

Load-shifting points of the
household.

When a user’s lsKnowledge
reaches
lsKnowledge_threshold, the
points are transformed into 1
lsPnt of the user’s household.

[0, …]

6 erPnt

natural number
[0, …]

5.3.

Energy-reduction points of the When a user’s erKnowledge
household.
reaches
erKnowledge_threshold the
points are transformed into 1
erPnt of the user’s household.

Model Input Variables

Table C.1: Definitions of input variables for the model.
# Name
1 #households

Type/Domain
natural number
[100, 1000]

2 sn%_init

natural number
[1, 20]

3 sn%_max

natural number
[sn%_init, 50]

4 snCategory_init

enumerate
{Percentage,

Description
Remarks/Examples
The number of households to
be generated (at
initialization).
The percentage of people
joined the SN, i.e. the
percentage of SN users, at
initialization.
The max percentage of
people that can join the SN
during simulation.
How to assign SN users with
SN categories.

Percentage: assigned with
categories acc.

Random excl. NEVER,
THREE_DAY_PER_WEEK,

Random excl. NEVER:
randomly assigned with
categories excl. NEVER.

ONE_DAY_PER_WEEK}

THREE_DAY_PER_WEEK,
ONE_DAY_PER_WEEK: all
users assigned with the
same chosen category.
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# Name
5 max_#quit

Type/Domain
natural number
[1, 3]

6 max_activity%

natural number
[0, 20]

7 max_snCapacity

natural number
[0, 10]

8 max_msgValue

natural number
[1, 10]

9 awareness
_threshold

10 lsKnowledge
_threshold

11 erKnowledge
_threshold

12 min_snPnt
_threshold_init

13 max_snPnt
_threshold_init

natural number
[5, 20]

natural number
[5, 20]

natural number
[5, 20]

natural number
[5, 10]
natural number
[min_snPnt_threshold_init, 30]

14 snPnt_threshold_neg natural number
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Description
Remarks/Examples
The max number a person
can quit the SN; indicates the
max number a person may
join the SN.
A person’s max likelihood of
sharing a message once the
person is online.
A person’s max SN capacity;
indicates the max number of
new users a person can bring
to the SN.
A message’s max value.
A shared message is
randomly assigned with a
value between 0 and
max_msgValue.
The threshold for users’
awarenessPnt.

When a user’s
awarenessPnt reaches this
threshold, the points are
transformed into 1 snPnt
of the user.

The threshold for users’
lsKnowledge.

When a user’s
lsKnowledge reaches this
threshold, the points are
transformed into 1 lsPnt of
the user’s household.

The threshold for users’
erKnowledge.

When a user’s
erKnowledge reaches this
threshold, the points are
transformed into 1 erPnt
of the user’s household.

The min value of
snPnt_threshold .
The max value of
snPnt_threshold.
SN level point (lower)
threshold.

When a user’s snPnt
reaches this lower
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#

Name

Type/Domain
[−10, −1]

15 idle_threshold

Description

natural number
[10, 60]

16 inactive

natural number

_threshold

17 snCategory
_newUser

[5, 10]

enumerate

The threshold for users’ idle
counters.

When a user’s ctrIdle
reaches this threshold, the
user quits the SN.

The threshold for users’
inactive counters.

When a user’s ctrInactive
reaches this threshold, the
user’s snPnt decreases by
1.

How to assign a new SN user Random excl. NEVER: a
with a SN category .
random category excl.
NEVER.

{"Random excl. NEVER",
"THREE_DAY_PER_WEEK",
"ONE_DAY_PER_WEEK"}

5.4.

Remarks/Examples
threshold, the points are
transformed into
downgrading the user’s SN
category or quit the user
from the SN.

THREE_DAY_PER_WEEK,
ONE_DAY_PER_WEEK: the
chosen category.

Model Output Variables

In principle, any model state (i.e., model variables) can be rendered as model output. The set of
variables we record and present as model output is listed here.
Table D.1: Definitions of output variables for the model.
#
Name
1 sn%

Type/Domain
natural number
[0, 100]

2

sn%h

natural number
[0, 100]

3

online%

natural number
[0, 100]
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Description
The percentage of people who
joined the SN at the current
simulation time.
The percentage of households
that has at least one member
who joined the SN at the
current simulation time.
The percentage of people who
are online using the SN during
the current simulation time

Remarks/Examples
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#

4

Name

online%h

Type/Domain

Description
interval.

natural number

The percentage of households
that have at least one member
who is online using the SN
during the current simulation
time interval.

[0, 100]

5

#msgShared

natural number
[0, …]

6

#up-graded

natural number
[0, …]

7

#down-graded

natural number
[0, …]

8

#quitted

natural number
[0, …]

9

#joined

natural number
[0, …]

Remarks/Examples

The number of messages that
are shared during the current
simulation time interval.
The number of people that
have an upgrade of their SN
categories during the current
simulation time interval.
The number of people that
have a downgrade of their SN
categories during the current
simulation time interval.
The number of people that
quitted the SN during the
current simulation time
interval.
The number of people that
joined the SN during the
current simulation time
interval.

They are the ones that are
recruited by SN users.
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